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Taking Waves, Making Waves

Objectives:  ... connect experiences and ideas with those of others through speaking and listening
… use vocabulary to describe clearly ideas, feelings, and experiences
… use prior knowledge to anticipate meaning and make sense of texts

ACROSS CLUES:
1. When he retired from the Olympics, he 

became the ________________ of his city.
6. The Hawaiian word for hello, good-bye, 

love, kindness, grace, and compassion  
7. The author's last name
9. The temperature of swimming pools in the 

early 1900's
12. King _______ placed a wreath of victory on 

Duke's head after his first Olympic victory.
14. Gigantic waves created by an earthquake 

or volcano
15. Faithful
17. The beach where Duke's teammates met to 

make better surfboards
18. People who watched Duke swim
19. Duke's Native American friend who 

became an Olympic track-and-field star 
was Jim __________________.

For a greater challenge, cut on dotted line to delete the word bank.

WORD 
BANK

WAIKIKI SPECTATORS RAWLINS HONOLULU BLUEBIRDS DEADLY
SWEDEN WALDREP GERMANY ALOHA DIPLOMATS BREAK
COLD CROWE GUSTAV EIGHT FACE
THORPE LEIS SHERIFF LOYAL FLUTTER

DOWN CLUES:
1. At the Olympics in ______________ in 1912, 

Duke won his first gold medal.
2. The part of the wave that is smooth
3. The kick that Duke developed
4. The part of the wave that fell into foam
5. Duke did not fear the _________ sharks.
8. The capital of Hawaii, Duke's home

10. Representatives from different countries who 
admired Duke's skill

11. The attorney who became his coach was Bill 
___________________________________.

12. The Olympics in ______________ were 
canceled in 1916 because of World War I.

13. The illustrator’s last name 
15. Hawaiian necklaces made of flowers
16. Using his surfboard, Duke rescued 

________________ fishermen when their 
boat capsized.


